What is Bikes on Buses?

“Bikes on Buses” is a unique feature available on all Shoreline Metro buses that allow passengers to bike and bus to their destinations. Each bus can accommodate up to two bikes at one time.

What is the cost?

There is no cost or additional fee to take your bike on board. Just “rack n’ roll”!

Why Bike and Bus?

Customers like to bike and bus to breeze home in a hurry, dodge the rain, and to access those places that the bus doesn’t get quite close enough to. Plus it’s great exercise!

How to Load your Bike onto the Bus

1. Wait for the bus at any of Shoreline Metro’s bus stops and be ready to board when the bus pulls up to your stop.

2. Before you step in front of the bus, make sure it comes to a complete stop and the bus driver sees you.

3. Squeeze the handle labeled “pull” on the top of the rack to lower the rack.

4. Lift your bike onto the slot, placing your front tire into the area labeled “front wheel”. If no other bikes are on the rack, please use the rear slot closest to the bus.

5. Pull the spring-loaded support arm out and over the front tire and let it rest on the top portion of the tire.

6. Remove any loose articles from your bike before placing it on the bus.

7. Board the bus and pay your fare.

8. Before exiting the bus, remind the driver that you will be unloading your bike.

9. Pull out the spring-loaded support arm and remove your bike. Fold up the rack by squeezing the pull handle (if rack is empty).

10. Go to the nearest curbside and have a great ride!